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ABSTRACT
The main aim of this thesis was to investigate genetic and environmental factors and their role in the
etiology of Multiple Sclerosis (MS) by using comprehensive registry data or novel computationally intense
methods. To date, over 100 genes associated with MS have been identified, but how they interact in the risk
for the disease is not yet fully understood. The presence of high prevalence clusters has led researchers to
believe that there might be as yet unidentified rare variant involved in the disease etiology. In Paper I, we
attempted to search for these rare variants by using a population based linkage approach, estimating
haplotypes shared between individuals inherited by descent from some common ancestor. One significant hit
was found on chromosome 19, but due to methodological problems the result should be interpreted with
caution.
MS is commonly attributed high familial risks, decreasing with relatedness, which indicates a large genetic
component involved in the disease etiology. In Paper II, nationwide registry data was used to reinvestigate
the familial risks and estimate the proportion of genetics and environment contributing to disease etiology.
The relative risks estimated were lower than usually reported, with a sibling relative risk of 7.1 and no
significant differences between the sexes. The heritability was estimated to be 64% and the environmental
36% with a non-significant shared environmental component of 1%.
In Paper III, the women-to-men ratio for MS in Sweden was reinvestigated. MS is a disease more common
in women than men, and an increase in the women-to-men ratio has been reported in several countries.
However, a report from Sweden did not show this increase in women and Paper III extended this report
using data from nationwide registers. An increase among women compared to men was identified, and when
comparing against the previous study, an inclusion bias, presumably caused by a higher mortality rate among
the oldest men, was identified.
One framework used to model complex diseases such as MS is the sufficent cause model, also known as
5RWKPDQ¶V SLH PRGHO 7KLV PRGHO K\SRWKHVL]HV WKDW D GLVHDVH FDQ EH FDXsed by several mechanisms, or pies,
each consisting of a set of different factors and when all factors are present they will inevitably cause
disease. Paper IV extends this model into a stochastic version and presents an algorithm that can estimate the
probability that an a priori suggested mechanism has caused disease in a certain individual. The algorithm
showed high classification accuracy on synthetic data; however it needs further investigation of its
properties.
In conclusion, this thesis revise the familial risks for MS to more moderate levels, with no differences
between the sexes, and confirms the global trend of an increasing women-to-men ratio. No rare variants
contributing to MS on population level were identified. We also present a probabilitic YHUVLRQ RI 5RWPDQ¶V
pie model, showing promising results on synthetic data.

For my dad, Henrik Westerlind.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This section will first give a brief introduction to the potential mechanisms underlying the
disease etiology of multiple sclerosis (MS) and its clinical manifestation. It will also briefly
cover the basic genetic and epidemiological concepts used in this thesis.

1.1

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

MS is a chronic disease of the central nervous system (CNS). Multiple scars, scleroses,
form in the brain and spinal cord, caused by a demyelinating event presumably generated
by the immune system. An inflammatory component definitely exists, whereas the exact
process of these events, such as if inflammation causes demyelination or vice versa, is not
yet clarified [1]. Clinically, the activation of an old lesion, or development of a new lesions
in CNS, present with neurological symptoms [2]. A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of
the brain will reveal old and active lesions. Examples of common symptoms are numbness,
weakness, fatigue, double vision, pain and gradually diminished walking capacity [2]. To
permit a diagnosis of 06 DFFRUGLQJ WR 0F'RQDOG¶V criteria, the lesions or attacks have to
be separated in space and time, meaning one attack is not enough to establish the
diagnosis, and neither is multiple occurrences of one and the same symptom [3].
The disease most often takes on a relapsing remitting course [1], with bouts that the patient
recovers from more or less completely [2]. After some years, around 65% of patients enter
what is called secondary progression [1], with a steadily and gradually increasing disability
without relapses. It seems like this occurs at an average age of about 44 years, less
dependent on time of onset [4]. A smaller proportion of around 20% of patients [1] have a
primarily progressive course already from start, gradually worsening with time. The
recurring focal inflammation, although largely reversible, is associated with some degree
of tissue loss, which in time leads to atrophy of the brain and spinal cord [1]. Even though
there is no cure for MS, patients are commonly offered disease modifying treatment with
drugs that modify or suppress the immune system and thereby decreases the number of
inflammatory lesions and the number of bouts [5]. Interferon beta was the first approved
MS treatment, but in recent years an increasing number of new drugs are available [5].

1.1.1

Risk factors

The prevalence of MS varies across the globe. It is commonly accepted that the prevalence
increases with the latitude, however, there are studies reporting otherwise [6],[7]. Sweden
is a high prevalence country; a study from 2011 reports a prevalence of 188.9 cases per
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100,000 [8]. A recent study from Norway reported an even higher prevalence of 203 cases
per 100,000, but no latitude gradient within the country [6]. Both incidence rates of MS
and its prevalence are reported to increase across the world [7] at least partially attributed
to the increased survival of the patients [7]. From Sweden there is no recent updated
incidence report.
The women-to-men ratio for MS has in several populations increased throughout the 20th
century, with reports of up to 3 times as high risk for a woman to get the disease [7],[9].
This rapid increase of women with MS suggests that some environmental factor is at play
and involved in the pathogenesis, possibility interacting with a genetic factor, as a single
genetic factor would need longer time to show such a large effect.
Studies of familial risks have reported high concordance rates for MS relatives, reducing
with decreasing relatedness. For monozygotic (MZ) twins, figures as high as 25% has
been reported [10], but a recent meta analysis revised these figures to more moderate risks
with an age adjusted risk for MZ twins of 18.44%, and a relative risk of 116.69 [11]. These
high estimates and the decrease of risk with lesser relatedness indicate a large genetic
contribution to the etiology.

1.1.1.1

Genetic risk factors

MS is an etiologically complex disease with polygenic inheritance [12]. The first identified
risk factor for MS was HLA DRB1*15:01 established in the 1970s [13]. Human
Leukocyte Antigens or HLA, are antigen presenting heterodimer globulins, presenting
foreign antigens on the cell surface to cells of the immune system. Associations with HLA
alleles are typical for autoimmune diseases indicating that peptide presentation and specific
peptide recognition by the immune system is central, and MS is thus believed to be such a
disease by the larger part of the scientific community. Even so, some argue that the
autoimmunity involved in MS may be a secondary and not necessarily a primary event
[14].
For some decades, HLA DRB1*15:01 was the only identified genetic association in MS,
until in 2000 an independent protective association to HLA*A02:01 was discovered [15].
HLA*A:02 is a Class I antigen presenting molecule, foremost presenting peptides
originating from within the cell. How this HLA Class I-association can cause a protective
effect is not yet fully understood.
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In 2007, the IL7R gene became the first non-HLA gene associated with MS [16].
Introduction of DNA microarray chip typing techniques, which enabled rapid and cheaper
genotyping across the genome, as well as large international collaborations collecting
sample sets big enough for sufficient power to investigate smaller effects, contributed to
today¶V list of over 100 genes associated with MS [17].
Many of the genes with an association to MS have been reported as important for the
immune system, suggesting either antigen presenting and/or immune dys-regulation
involved in the disease pathogenesis [18] . However, both when selecting candidate genes
and candidate pathways for further investigation, there has amongst researchers been a
certain bias towards choosing mechanisms involved in particularly T-cell regulation in the
study design [18].

1.1.1.2

Environmental risk factors

Through epidemiological studies, a number of environmental risk factors associated to MS
have been identified. Large efforts have been made to collect lifestyle information, such as
sending out lifestyle questionnaires to large cohorts of patient and controls. This has
resulted in that there today is a steadily increasing list of MS risk factors, such as smoking
[19], lack of sun exposure [20], low vitamin D levels [21] and body mass index [22]. In the
case of smoking, an interaction with the HLA genes, increasing the risk for MS, has also
been reported [23].
Among environmental factors, not only lifestyle, but also viruses, have been reported as
associated to MS, primarily Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) [24]. There is however no clear
evidence for a virus directly involved in triggering the disease, and the role and association
for EBV is debated [25],[26].
Excluding HLA, a common denominator for all genetic and environmental risk factors for
MS is that their individual risks are small, but they are frequent within the population.
However it is expected as the search, in most studies, has been for associations in common
variants.

1.2

GENETICS

This section will in brief highlight some concepts of genetics and genetic variation relevant
for this thesis.
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1.2.1

Genetic variation

Certain base pair positions in the genome vary commonly within the human population
and may therefore be used as genetic markers referred to as single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs). The particular variant of a certain polymorphism, e.g. of a SNP is
referred to as an allele, whereas a certain place at the genome is called a locus.
SNP genotyping is readily automated and SNPs are thus typically used in genome wide
association studies (GWAS) where thousands of patients and controls are compared for
hundreds of thousand markers. Only a small minority of SNPs currently associated to
complex disease are located in exons, some other in introns but the majority not even
within genes. Thus, such associations are hard to interpret for involvement in disease.
There is hope that techniques such as exome sequencing may identify variants in the
exomes that are more directly involved in disease, and possibly rare variants [27].

1.2.2

Linkage disequilibrium

When the germ cells are formed, recombination between the maternally and the paternally
inherited chromosomes is a frequent event. The unit for recombination is Morgan (M),
which measures the distance between two markers where we can expect one
recombination per generation. More often the higher resolution measure centiMorgan (cM)
is used. Recombinations do not occur at random, and certain locations in the genome have
very high rates of recombination, these are called recombination hotspots [28].
A sequence of alleles located together on a chromosomal segment is referred to as a
haplotype. The correlation between two positions or markers is called linkage
disequilibrium (LD). LD differs between populations due to historic evolutionary events
[29].

1.2.3

Genetic association studies

An association study examines frequencies of the marker/-s of interest between cases and
controls. With the introduction of chip typing technology, the prices for genotyping
dropped and instead of studying association in a single candidate gene, it became possible
to type for several hundred thousand to over 1 million SNPs across the genome. The result
from such an investigation will be a measure of the association between the marker and the
trait at study.
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A significant association does not say much about the direction of a possible causal
relationship between the marker and the outcome, but as genotype precedes disease, it is
generally assumed that an associated genetic marker reflects a mechanism more or less
directly involved in the pathogenesis of the disorder in study (so called indirect
association). An association is therefore not enough to establish a causal relationship, as
there also might be chance, bias or confounding giving rise to an association. Therefore it
is important to account for this in the statistical analysis or in the study design. LD
structure and non-homogeneous populations can cause spurious association, and either
ensuring that the cases and controls are ethnically homogeneous or correction for
population stratification must be performed in the analysis [30].

1.3

EPIDEMIOLOGY

Epidemiology is the study of how a certain disease appears within a population. This
section will in brief cover concepts of epidemiology relevant for the thesis.

1.3.1

Causation

When studying the epidemiology of complex diseases, the ultimate goal is often to
understand its causes, to allow possible prevention and cure. But causation and causality is
a hard task, as proving causal involvement is difficult within an observational study, as
often is the case in medical sciences. In fact, mathematics is the only science that really
proves a strict causal relationship. Other sciences mostly have to make do with
probabilities and evidence speaking in favor or against a certain hypothesis.
The principle behind causation is that is if A causes B, B will inevitably occur if A occurs,
and A has to occur before B. Bradford-Hill set up 9 criteria that can be used as a checklist
when studying causality [31]. The criteria are: strength of association, consistency,
specificity, temporality, biologic gradient, plausibility, coherence, experimental evidence
and analogy.

1.3.2

Confounding

If X is associated to Y, but an unknown, unmeasured variable Z has an effect on both X
and Y, Z is confounding. If Z is not included in the model, it will bias the estimated
strength of the effect X has on Y. As a confounding variable might be an unknown,
unmeasured variable, it might be hard in reality to include all confounding factors in the
model [32].
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1.3.3

Bias

A systematic error that is not random is called a bias [33]. Bias can be unintentionally
introduced for example in the inclusion phase or in the analysis phase. One example of
inclusion bias is that concordant twin pairs are more likely to participate in a study
advertising for volunteers [34]. This needs to be accounted for and included when
interpreting the results.

1.3.4

Complex diseases

The classical Mendelian inheritance patterns, dominant and recessive, are present only for
a small minority of disease states even among the mostly genetic diseases. In a dominant
inheritance pattern, one erroneous copy is enough to cause disease. In a recessive case,
both copies of the gene need to be ³bad´ for disease to develop, and the individual with
one functional copy stay healthy. This pattern of inheritance is valid in diseases as well as
other traits, such as eye color.
Frequently, one gene is not enough to explain the trait, and for diseases, several or many
genes are involved in combination with environmental factors. Such disorders are referred
to as complex disorders, and MS falls within this category.

1.3.5

Case-control studies

In a case/control study, individuals are included in the study based on being a case or not,
as opposed to cohort studies, where all persons within a group are included regardless of
their outcome. In a traditional study design, one control is matched per case, but in some
scenarios more controls per case can be beneficial.
In a case/control design, the causative event will by definition have occurred for all cases
before they are enrolled in the study and thus, claims of causation can be hard to make.

1.4

MODELS FOR COMPLEX DISEASES

When working with complex disease, it is useful to hypothesize about underlying model
causing the disease. The work in this thesis is based on two different principle models: the
liability threshold model (LT) and the sufficient cause model (SC).
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1.4.1

Liability threshold model

In the LT model, an individual is assumed to have a certain load of liability for a certain
disease. This load is assumed to be normally distributed within the population. If an
individual has a load above a certain threshold, disease will inevitably occur. Figure 1a
shows a theoretical distribution of liability within a population with liability load on the xaxis and frequency in the population on the y-axis. Carter introduced a version of this
model designated as the liability threshold model with sex dimorphisms (LTSD), as an
explanation for why pyloric stenosis was more often transmitted to the offspring from the
lesser prevalent sex [35]. The threshold was assumed to be different between men and
women, requiring women, the lesser prevalent sex, to have a higher threshold to develop
disease (Figure 1b). As men required less genetic risk load to pass the threshold, the sons
of the affected mothers, would more often get the disease.

1.4.2

Sufficient cause model

7KH VXIILFLHQW FDXVH PRGHO DOVR NQRZQ DV 5RWKPDQ¶V SLH PRGHO LV DQRWKHU PRGHO IRU
complex disease [33]. Here it is hypothesized that a certain set of risk factors will
inevitably trigger the disease if all of those risk factors are present in one individual. If not,
disease will not occur. A set of risk factors causing the disease can be referred to as a pie,
and one disease can have several pies that can potentially be causative.
Let the disease Y be caused by a the set of risk factors of either {A, B, C} or {C,D,E,F} or
{A,B,F}. These sets could also be referred to as mechanism. Figure 2 shows a graphical
representation of the model. A more formal way of describing the SC model would then be
; L #$% é %&'( é #$(
This is the logical OR gate, and as such a deterministic model. OR should in this context
EH UHDG DV WKH FRRUGLQDWLQJ FRQMXQFWLRQ ³RU´ and is capitalized due to tradition in the fields
of logics and electronics. It should not be confused with the abbreviation for odds ratio
(section 3.2.5), and to facilitate for the reader of this thesis and avoid confusion, OR will in
this thesis always refer to the logical expression. Paper IV uses the noisy-OR gate, a
probabilistic version of this model, to classify patients into one of the a priori suggested
underlying mechanisms.
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1A

1B

Figure 1: The liability threshold model
1a shows the LT model with liability load on the x-axis and frequency in the population on
the y-axis. 1b shows the LTSD model as proposed by Carter, where the lesser prevalent
sex (females in pyloric stenosis) would require a higher genetic load than men to get the
disease.

Figure 2: The sufficient cause model
Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the three mechanisms mentioned in section
1.4.2.
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2 AIM OF THESIS
2.1

OVERALL AIM

The overall aim of the thesis is to investigate genetic and environmental factors and their
role in the etiology of MS by using comprehensive registry data or novel computationally
intense methods.

2.2

PAPER I

The aim of paper I was to try to identify possible rare variants contributing to MS by
estimating haplotypes shared identical-by-descent more frequently among case-case pairs
reusing GWAS data, hoping these would map to rare disease associated variants.

2.3

PAPER II

The aim of paper II was to reinvestigate the familial recurrence risks in MS by using
comprehensive national registers and matched controls.

2.4

PAPER III

The aim of paper III was to reinvestigate the women-to-men ratio for MS in Sweden using
the full MS population.

2.5

PAPER IV

The aim of paper IV was to develop a novel method to classify individuals into etiological
subgroups of the proposed underlying mechanisms in the SC model.
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1

MATERIALS

All ethical permissions were obtained from the regional ethics board and patient consent
was received according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All registry data were obtained from
the Crime database located at the Department of Medical Epidemiology and Biostatistics at
KI.

3.1.1

Genetic study population

In Paper I the study population was incident Swedish MS patients included in the project
Epidemiological Investigation of MS (EIMS). These were combined with prevalent cases
from Denmark and Norway genotyped in the same project (see below). The controls were
matched to Swedish individuals participating in the EIMS project, or non-matched healthy
controls from the Procardis [36],[37] study, or from Cahres, a large study on breast cancer
patients [38]. All patients and controls were of Nordic ancestry.
The cases and the incidence (EIMS) controls were genotyped on the Illumina human quad
660 chip during a large international collaboration [18]. The additional controls were typed
on Illumina HumanHap 550 (Cahres controls) and Illumina 1M (Procardis controls), and
the genotypes for these individuals were called later with the same algorithm as the cases.

3.1.1.1

Quality control

Although the genotypic data used in Paper I had undergone a previous quality control (QC)
before publication of the initial GWAS analysis [18], to avoid problems when adding the
external controls an additional QC, was performed using the program PLINK [39]. The
parameters were set as: minor allele frequency: 0.05, Hardy Weinberg equilibrium 1e-6
and a missingness per individual of 0.07.

3.1.1.2

Outlier removal

To ensure population homogeneity of the genetic analysis in Paper I, the software
Eigenstrat¶V VPDUW3&$ DOJRULWKP [30] was run, and the 6 most significant principal
components were used to cluster the individuals with a nearest neighbor method, requiring
10 neighbors with a maximum Euclidian distance of 0.15. The analysis script is freely
available for both R [40] and MATLAB [41] on http://www.kirc.se.
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3.1.2

Registers

The Crime database contains anonymized data from several nationwide registers linked on
the personal identity number (PIN) by Statistics Sweden (Statistiska centralbyrån (SCB)).
These registry data were used in Papers II and III.

3.1.2.1

SMSreg

The Swedish MS registry (SMSreg) was established in 2000, although local efforts had
been ongoing for some years previously. To date, it is the nationwide registry used by most
MS specialists in Sweden, containing about 14,000 MS active patients. Having entered
patient data, SMSreg provides the clinician with a partly graphic, partly tabular overview
of central clinical data such as demographics, dates of onset and diagnosis, diagnostic
findings, disease course, disability according to the expanded disability status scale
ongoing immunomodulatory treatments and some laboratory results. MS clinicians use
SMSreg voluntarily, supposedly because they find is useful as a decision support tool.
SMSreg was used both for patient identification and age at onset estimations in Papers II
and III.

3.1.2.2

Swedish in-patient registry (PAR)

In 1968 a pilot study of the Swedish In-patient registry (PAR) was started. This was taken
nationwide in 1970, and the data can be considered complete from 1989 [42]. Specialist
and out-patient care were added in 2001. For disease identification, International
Classification of Disease (ICD)-codes are used.

3.1.2.3

The Stockholm primary care registry (VAL)

The Stockholm Primary Care registry (VAL) was used in Paper II. It contains data on
outpatient visits to health care in Stockholm since 2001. VAL was only used in Paper II.

3.1.2.4

Swedish twin registry (STR)

The Swedish twin registry (STR) contains most of the twin births in Sweden since 1890,
and is one of the most complete twin registries in the world. Zygosity is determined by
DNA and/or questionnaire [43]. To the date of the study it contained over 190,000
Swedish twins. STR was used in Paper II for identification of twins and zygosity.
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3.1.2.5

Total population registry (TPR)

The Total Population Registry (TPR) contained slightly below 15 million individuals with
a Swedish PIN at the time of the studies. The PIN was introduced in 1961 for everyone
born in Sweden during 1932 or later and residing for a longer period of time. Birth year,
month of birth and sex was obtained from TPR in Paper II. In Paper III, country of birth
was also used in the analysis.

3.1.2.6

Cause of death registry

The Cause of Death registry contains date and cause of death (registered with an ICDcode) for deaths in Sweden. For Papers II and III, only year and month of the deaths were
used. In Paper II, it was used for age adjusted risks and as the time to censoring in the
relative risk calculation. In Paper III, it was used for the mortality analysis in the oldest
patient group.

3.1.2.7

Multi generation registry (MGR)

The Multi generation registry (MGR) holds information on parents, and possible adoptive
parents for more than 9 million index people with a Swedish PIN. MGR was used to
identify relatives in Paper II.

3.1.2.8

Identification of patients

An individual was classified as an MS patient, if they were either in SMSreg or in PAR
with an ICD code for MS, ICD 8 (340), ICD 9 (340), ICD 10 (G35).

3.1.2.9

Selection of controls

To compare the risk for the relatives of MS patients against an accurate background risk,
controls were selected at random. For every MS-relative pair, up to ten control-relative
SDLUV PDWFKHG RQ \HDU RI ELUWK JHQGHU DQG WKH UHODWLYH¶V UHODWLRQ WR WKH LQGH[-patient were
randomly selected. The controls were required to be alive at the time of the MS SDWLHQW¶V
age at onset.

3.1.2.10

Estimation of age at onset

In Paper II an age at onset estimate was used for basic descriptive statistics and as time to
event or censoring in the survival analysis. For the individuals identified through SMSreg,
the age-at-onset as estimated by a neurologist was used. For the patients identified through
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PAR, the age at the first entry in PAR was used. Although this is not the actual age at onset
but age at first hospitalization or visit to specialist care and was on average was 14 years
later than the age at onset in SMSreg it is used in the article and throughout the rest of this
thesis, unless stated otherwise.

3.1.3

Synthetic data

For Paper IV, synthetically generated data was used to learn the characteristics and test the
properties of the model. The synthetic data was generated by first assigning every
individual a classification, &Ý , with a probability corresponding to the frequency of that
mechanism. Based on that classification, the covariates were randomized so that ”:TÜ L
s; L s F Ý, where 0 is a small number, if TÜ was part of the assigned mechanism , and
Pr(xi=1) <= 0.5 otherwise.
Two mechanisms were used, and their frequencies were randomized between 0.2 and 0.8.
The parameters ðÜÝ for each mechanism were randomized between 0.1 and 0.5 to get fairly
equal proportions of cases and controls.

The outcome of the individual was calculated by determining the value of F where
( LsFA

3.2

ÃÔÐµ

Õ

ÔÕ ëÔ

,I ) ” r, where N Ð :rás;, Y was set to 1, otherwise 0.

STATISTICAL METHODS

This section will cover the statistical methods and models used in the different studies.

3.2.1

P-values

A p-value is the observed significance level of data under a null hypothesis (H0) [44]. If the
p-value is below a certain threshold, H0 is rejected in favor of H1, the alternative
hypothesis. The threshold most often used for significance testing in medical research is
0.05. This means we can accept falsely rejecting H0 one time out of 20. This threshold has
become the gold standard for medical research. P-values were used in studies I-III to assess
significance of the observed statistic.
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3.2.2

Multiple testing

When performing multiple dependent tests, it is desired to adjust the significance threshold
of 0.05, even though more tests than one are performed. One common way to correct for
this is to apply Bonferroni correction. This is done by either multiplying the observed pvalue with the number of tests performed, or dividing the threshold with the number of
tests. Papers II and III corrected for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction. In Paper
I, significance and threshold for significance were assessed by using a permutation
analysis. The permutation analysis was run on every 10th marker, using five million
randomly generated case/control statuses or until it was ensured that the result was not
significant. The genome wide threshold was calculated by using the significance level of
every thousand marker and taking the 5th percentile of this distribution as threshold for
significance. There are others ways of determining this significance cut off for identity-bydescent (IBD) mapping, however they are less accurate [45]. The permutation analysis was
part of an analysis pipeline created by Browning and Thompson [45].

3.2.3

Chi square

In Paper III, a chi square test was performed to assess sampling differences between
SMSreg and the nationwide registers. A chi square tests the null hypothesis that there are
no differences between the observed and expected number of observations from two or
more random variables by calculating the test statistic Q where
å

3âÕæ L Í
Ý@5

:TÝ F JLÝ ;6
JLÝ

If the observed number of observations is close to the expected, Qobs will approximate a
ï 6 :N F s; distribution, where r is the number of classes. To assess significance Qobs is
compared against the ï 6 :N F s; distribution and if it is greater than the value for the
desired significance threshold, H0 is rejected [44].

3.2.4

Relative risk

A measure of the risk for the disease for the group exposed to a factor is the relative risk
(RR). It is calculated using the risk for disease, and thus not applicable to the case/control
design, as the enrichment for cases in this design will give rise to distorted frequencies.
RRs were estimated in paper II using a Cox regression to assess the relative risks for the
relatives to the MS patients.
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3.2.5

Odds ratio

When using a case/control design the odds ratio will be an approximation of the RR under
the assumption that it is a rare disease, or a sampling strategy such as incidence-density
sampling is used [46]. The odds ratio is calculated as the odds for the exposed group versus
the odds for the disease in the unexposed group. An odds ratio can be approximated for
example using a contingency table or a logistic regression. Paper IV discusses measures of
interaction (see more in section 3.2.7) using odds ratios.

3.2.6

Tetrachoric correlations

Tetrachoric correlation can be used as an estimate of heritability [47] . It is a measure of
correlation between two variables, both assumed to have underlying normal distributions,
but observed as binary variables due to an underlying threshold dichotomizing the
variables. This is the case we are assuming when we use the LT model and therefore
tetrachoric correlations were estimated in Paper II.

3.2.7

Measures of interaction

Under the assumption of the SC model, interaction can be defined. Rothman divided these
into biological and statistical interaction. Biological interaction was defined as departure
from an additive effect for the combined risk factors and statistical interaction was defined
as the interaction term in a logistic regression significantly different from 0. A statistical
interaction would not necessarily imply a biological interaction was present [33]. As Paper
IV is built on the SC model, measures of interactions corresponding to the ones proposed
by Rothman are provided for the noisy-OR model.

3.2.8

Identical-by-descent (IBD)

Haplotypes estimated to be shared IBD meaning, two individuals shared a segment that
ZDV LQKHULWHG IURP D FRPPRQ GLVWDQW DQFHVWRU ZHUH LGHQWLILHG ZLWK WKH VRIWZDUH %HDJOH¶V
refined IBD method [48]. Refined IBD uses a dictionary approach to identify the segments,
and to estimate if these are shared IBD or not, a probabilistic assessment is made. Refined
IBD has been shown to have better accuracy and correctly identifying a larger number of
segments for outbred populations compared to other methods [48],[49], and was therefore
the method of choice in Project I.
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3.2.9

6M|JUHQ¶V XQPRGLILHG PHWKRG

In Paper II, absolute risks were calculated for the relatives. As all relatives to MS patients
KDGQ¶W OLYHG WKURXJK WKH HQWLUH ULVN SHULRG DJH FRUUHFWHG ULVNs, adjusting for the time at risk
passed, were calculated by using 6M|JUHQ¶V XQPRGLILHG PHWKRG [50]. By weighing all
individuals against an age-at-onset distribution calculated beforehand, the denominator is
decreased proportionally to the time at risk passed for all individuals. The age-at-onset
distribution based on data from SMSreg was used for this. The confidence intervals were
calculated using the total sum of the weights as denominator.

3.2.10 Linear regression
To investigate the significance of slope of the line in Paper III, a linear regression was used
with the ratio for the birth cohort as the outcome and the birth cohort as predictor. To
adjust for the differences in age at hospitalization, the mean age at first hospitalization for
the full cohort was included as a covariate in the model.

3.2.11 Cox regression
The relative risks for the relatives in Paper II were estimated with Cox proportional
hazards models.
The Cox proportional hazards model consists of two parts: an unspecified baseline hazard
function, ho(t), and the covariates expressed as a linear equation:
DÜ :P ; L D4 :P ; ‡š’:>5 TÜ5 E ® E >Þ TÜÞ ;ä
This will give the hazard for individual i at time t. The resulting regression coefficients can
be used as relative risks [51],[52].
All factors matched for in the selection process of the controls and control relatives were
included as covariates in the model, as was the age at diagnosis of the MS patient. As a
case could occur more than once, for example having more than one sibling, a robust
sandwich estimator was used to estimate the standard error.

3.2.12 Kaplan-Meier
The Kaplan-Meier estimator is a non-parametric maximum-likelihood estimation of the
survival function estimating the proportion of individuals surviving past a time t [51],[52]
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Kaplan-Meier was used in Paper III to investigate differences in mortality rate between
men and women in the oldest birth cohort. The analysis was conducted in SAS version 9.2
using the PROC LIFETEST statement.

3.2.13 Heritability analysis
In the model for heritability used in Paper II, the variance of the trait is hypothesized to be
fully explained by the environment and the genetics. The environment is divided into a
shared environmental component, and a non-shared component. By using data from MZ
and dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs, an equation system is set up. It is known how much genetics
are shared for the pairs, and it can be assumed the twins are mostly reared together and
thus share the environment,. For this the program OpenMx was used [53] in the statistical
program R.

3.2.14 Noisy OR
In the SC model, a full set of mechanisms will inevitably cause the disease. The noisy ORgrid is the probabilistic version of this model, introducing the probability that the event will
take place due to a certain mechanism. This model was developed by Pearl in 1988 [54].
Thus the outcome of the model in our setting is the probability that a certain mechanisms
triggered disease in a certain individual.
The formalization of the SC model as written in section 1.4.2 will in the probabilistic
framework look like:
Æ

”:; L U ðá Ùá T; L Í ÙÝ L:U ðÝ á Fá T ;ä
Ý@5

Where . is the probability of a certain mechanism, % is the factors within that mechanism,
and x represents the covariates for individual i.

3.2.15 Classification Expectation Maximization
A Classification Expectation Maximization (CEM) technique was used to iteratively find
the maximized likelihood for the noisy-OR gate. The algorithm consists of three steps: E-
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step, where the current posterior probability is calculated for all observations and all
mechanisms. The C-step when every individual is assigned to a new mechanism based on
the current posterior probability. And finally the M-step, in which a maximum likelihood
estimation using the updated parameters from the two previous steps is performed.
The likelihood for the CEM algorithm consists of two parts, L(.) and L(%). The full
derivation of these formulas can be seen in Paper IV.
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4 STUDY SUMMARIES
Here, the studies are summarized in short and the results from respective studies are given.

4.1

PAPER I

Even though multi-case families with MS are rare, high prevalence clusters have been
reported in for example Värmland [55] and Överkalix [56] in Sweden and Bothnia in
Finland [57]. This has lead researchers to believe that some rare variant might be acting on
the susceptibility to the disease and in some cases associations have been found [58], but
neither of the findings reported from these clusters have been replicated in larger cohorts.
In Paper I it was hypothesized that possible rare variants associated to disease could be
identified by performing a linkage analysis on the population of Scandinavia. Although
Scandinavia is not a founder population, the individuals tend to cluster together in principal
component analysis [18], and would as such be suitable for a population based linkage
(PBLA) analysis.
The first computer SURJUDP LQWURGXFHG IRU 3%/$ DQDO\VLV ZDV 3/,1.¶V VHJPHQWDO VKDULQJ
algorithm [39]. PLINK uses a hidden Markov model (HMM) [59] for pairwise IBD
estimation based on the identical-by-state (IBS) status. The underlying HMM methodology
requires initial pruning of the genetic data to avoid dependencies violating the Markov
assumption. As LD in the genome exist not only between markers following each other
sequentially, but also between markers with larger distances in between them, it is
questionable if the Markov assumption in reality can be met.
PLINK was at the start of this project the only published algorithm for IBD detection and
was initially used. Whether the violation of the Markov assumption caused a problem or
not, we cannot tell, but what caused some concern was the cM distances used by the
program. As we initially had no data on cM measures, estimates were used and small
changes in the cM estimates seemed to cause drastic changes in the output, making
significant peaks appear and disappear. During the time of the analysis, more methods for
IBD detection had been published, such as Germline [60] and fastIBD [49]. In the
benchmarks conducted by Browning and Browning, PLINK had substantially less
statistical power than these new algorithms. It thus seemed like fastIBD would be a more
suitable method for our project. Browning and Thompson had also published a pipeline for
IBD mapping [45]. This pipeline included the analysis from start with detection of
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segments with the fastIBD algorithm, to significance testing with a permutation analysis. It
was therefore decided to change to this method.
The analysis time turned out to be exhaustive, with hardware requirements that were not
easy to meet and months spent on the permutation analysis. After personal communication
with the authors of Beagle at the American Society for Human Genetics congress in 2012,
it turned out they now had improved their method further into refined IBD. Refined IBD
had more statistical power for detection of the shorter segments [48], and as we had not a
traditional isolate, but a more outbred population, it was decided to change methods to
refined IBD but keep the analysis pipeline developed by Browning and Thompson.
A script converting the data from refined IBD to fastIBD was developed. This script can be
found on http://www.kirc.se.

4.1.1

Results

After QC and outlier removal, 3,953 MS patients and control with genotypic data were
used.
Significant peaks were found at the very telomeric ends of chromosomes 1, 7, 15 and 19.
The authors confirmed this to be a known artifact of the method, and a filter removing the
markers with the 10 lowest percent of IBD coverage was introduced. After this filter, only
one marker not in a telomeric position was left. This marker was located on chromosome
19 in the gene GNA11. No significant hits were found in the HLA region.

4.2

PAPER II

In a series of paper based on MS patients in Canada by Ebers and Sadovnick and coworkers, high recurrence risks for family members to MS patients were reported [10],[61]±
[63]. The risk was highest for MZ twins, decreasing with declining relatedness. This
pattern would indicate a large genetic contribution to the disease. Furthermore, an
increased risk on the maternal side has been found in the studies, indicating a parent-oforigin effect involved in the etiology [64]±[66].
The material gathered in Canada, and other studies on recurrence risks, were mostly based
on data collected from the clinics, or after advertising for volunteers. Method for
confirmation of MS diagnosis in relatives has varied, ranging from asking the patient [67]
to actively seeking and examining the relatives that, based on the patient¶s description,
could potentially show neurological symptoms indicative of MS [10],[68] or a mix [69].
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In 2005, a case registry based paper from Denmark presented lower risks for relatives to
MS patients [70]. By using registries, results will not have to depend RQ SDWLHQWV¶
recollection of possibly affected relatives. A study from 2009 based on Swedish registry
data also reported lower risks [71].
With the studies from Sweden and Denmark being exceptions, it seemed like the genetic
background risk differed between countries, as countries with a higher prevalence of MS
tended to have higher familial risks.
At the Department of Medical Epidemiology and Biostatics at Karolinska Institutet
Professor Paul Lichtenstein has developed a method for estimating recurrence risk by
using registry data and controls ZLWK UHODWLYHV PDWFKHG WR WKH SDWLHQW DQG WKH SDWLHQW¶V
relative. Identifying relatives through registries provides more accurate identification of
relatives and their possible diagnosis. By using the registries covering most medical care in
Sweden, the possible bias of enriching for women and concordant pairs that could arise
from clinics based studies is decreased. In Paper II this method was used to reinvestigate
the familial recurrence risks for MS in Sweden.
A heritability analysis, to estimate the proportion of the genetic and environmental
contribution to the disease etiology, was also conducted. A previous review of the twin
studies made on MS showed estimate in a wide range, and with broad confidence intervals
[72].The analysis in project II was based on twins identified through the STR, and to
increase statistical power of the analysis, the analysis was expanded with close to 2.5
million full and half siblings.
To address the parent-of-origin effect, stratification by sex for the familial relative risks
was performed. We also conducted an analysis of transmission to offspring, also called the
Carter effect, which has previously show conflicting results in studies on MS [73],[74].
In total, over 28,000 MS patients were identified, an estimated 96% of the Swedish MS
patients, making it the largest and most complete study of familial risks in one single
population in MS so far.

4.2.1

Results

The absolute risks were in the same range as a meta analysis published earlier during 2013
[11]. However, the relative risks were lower than previously published. The sibling
recurrence risk was found to be as low as 7.13 compared to in the meta analysis published
16.67 [11]. The twin risk was 23.62 compared to 116.69 in the meta analysis, with non-
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overlapping confidence intervals [11]. There were no significant difference in
transmission to offspring between the sexes, and neither was there any difference in risks
between maternal and paternal relatives to the MS patients. The heritability analysis
estimated the genetic component to be around 64% (95% confidence interval (CI): 36%76%), the shared environmental component to 1% (CI: 0%-18%) and the non-shared
environment to 35% (CI: 24%-51%).

4.3

PAPER III

MS is more frequent among women than men. Interestingly, an analysis of MS patients in
Canada showed that the women-to-men ratio was increasing throughout the 20th century.
[9]. The study was based on birth cohorts divided by five year periods from 1931 and until
1981. The result was to some extent replicated in studies from Norway [75] and Denmark
[7], but a study from Sweden failed to replicate the increase [76]. The study from Sweden
was based on data from SMSreg and showed a high women-to-men ratio for all birth
cohorts. The lack of increase in the sex-ratio was surprising, and a possible explanation
could be that an environmental factor had been present in Sweden before the other
countries. The increase in women would already had taken place and could therefore not
be identified in the data.
In Paper III, we aimed to reanalyze the sex-ratio in Sweden by adding the MS patients
identified in Paper II, giving us almost twice the study population as the initial study. VAL
was excluded to avoid the possibility of a bias due to having a more dense coverage of the
capital. Furthermore, everyone born outside Sweden was excluded.
The calculations were based on prevalence proportions. By using prevalence proportions,
we could calculate the prevalence of each birth cohort independently of the others and later
compare the cohorts with other statistics.
A sensitivity analysis was performed by investigating the sex-ratio in five different
subcohorts: MS obtained as primary diagnosis, MS obtained as secondary diagnosis, MS
diagnosis given to an in-patient, MS diagnosis given to out-patients and MS diagnosis
given during or after 1989, which is the year when PAR is considered to have full coverage
[42].
As the increase in women became apparent, we investigated a possible explanation for the
difference in results between the studies from Sweden. For both studies, we had access to
the number of MS patients included in each birth cohort and compared these with a chi
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square test. Focusing on the oldest birth cohort, we used the cause of death registry to
obtain age at death and with a Kaplan-Meier analysis investigated possible difference in
mortality rate between the sexes.
No comparison of mortality against the general population was performed due to lack of
ethical permission and limitations of the project.
The environmental factor proposed to contribute to the increase of MS in women has been
speculated to be attributable to western lifestyle. Smoking has been one factor of interest
[77], but as we had no access to smoking data, this could not be investigated.
Another suggested environmental factor is the increasing age at which women give birth to
the first child. Several studies from Denmark have investigated the effect pregnancy might
have on age at onset [78],[79]. A post hoc analysis was therefore conducted by calculating
at what age the women with MS gave birth to their first child, and comparing this figure to
the general population.

4.3.1

Results

It was found that the sex-ratio in Sweden increased from 1.70 for patients born in the
1930ies to around 2.6 for patients born in later cohorts. Figure 3 shows the result from the
sensitivity analysis with a consistent increase for all subgroups.
The mean increase per year was estimated using a linear regression, and to correct for
differences between the cohorts in time between age at onset to age at hospitalization, an
estimated difference for each cohort based on SMSreg and PAR was included as a
covariate. The slope of the line turned out significant with a mean increase of 0.11 units
per birth cohort.
When comparing the women and men in the oldest birth cohort identified in SMSreg
against PAR, 18% of the women compared to the 10% of the men were in SMSreg (pvalue < 0.001). Upon further analysis, it was found that the mean age at death was the
same for both sexes, but a larger proportion of the men had died. A Kaplan-Meier analysis
confirmed this difference to be significant (p-value < 0.001).
The age for women when giving birth to the first child increased between the birth cohorts,
but did not differ from the general population.
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Figure 3: Sensitivity analysis of the sex-ratio in Sweden. The peak
for the secondary diagnosis for patients born 1976-1980. Consists of
a very small number of patients (245/61).

4.4

PAPER IV

Modeling complex disease with an underlying deterministic model is both intuitive and
appealing as the concept of causality is more easily understandable if disease is said to
occur if and only if all causal factors are present. In reality, this will introduce difficulties,
as all risk factors for diseases like MS are not yet identified. Subgrouping patients based on
underlying disease etiology and thereby attempting to explain a complex disease more
fully in a subgroup of patients, is a research area that has gotten more attention in recent
years. Paper IV is a project attempting to estimate the probability that an individual
developed disease due to a particular cause.
As mentioned in section 1.4.2, the SC model is the classical OR gate, and as such a wellknown research topic. The noisy-OR gate, which is the stochastic version used in Paper IV,
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was proposed by Pearl in 1988 [54]. The noisy-OR gate enables us to estimate the
probability that a certain mechanism has caused disease in a certain individual.
In Paper IV, it is assumed that these subgroups are already identified, or at least
hypothesized, and they need to be provided in the model. A CEM is run to estimate the
parameters, classifying individuals to the a posteriori most likely disease causing
mechanism.
The log-likelihood consists of two parts: the log-likelihood for the probabilities of the
mechanisms (alpha), and the log-likelihood for the parameter estimates of the different
mechanisms (psi). The log-likelihood for alpha turns out to be a trivial computation, but for
the parameter estimates, )LVFKHU¶V PHWKRG RI VFRULQJ [80] ZDV XVHG )LVFKHU¶V PHWKRG RI
scoring a one-step iteration to solve the partial derivatives in the Hessian, thereby
decreasing the computational time spent in this step.
This project is a collaboration between Professor Jan Hillert¶V group at Karolinska
Institutet, Professor Timo Koski at the department of Mathematics at The Royal Institute
of Technology (KTH), and the Bayesian statistics group led by Professor Jukka Corrander
at the University of Helsinki. The mathematical theory was developed by Professor Koski,
and an initial implementation of the CEM in MATLAB was made by the student Väinö
Jääskinen in the Bayesian statistics group. In the Hillert group, the MATLAB algorithm
was translated into R, and in collaboration with Professor Koski, developed further and
benchmarked.
To test the properties of the model, the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were
investigated using synthetic data. The accuracy was determined by estimating psi and
alpha with the CEM algorithm, using new starting values, and calculating the deviation
from the value used to generate the data. The starting values for alpha were randomized
between 0.2 and 0.8 and for psi between 0.1 and 0.5, and 3,000 individuals were randomly
generated 100 times.
The sensitivity and specificity was estimated by calculating the area under curve (AUC)
for a validation set of patients using the values from a training set consisting of 20% of a
total sample of 10,000 individuals. The AUC was calculated using the package ROCR [81]
and taking the mean AUC of 10 repeated subsampling validations.
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To investigate convergence of the CEM algorithm, 500 CEM iterations for 100
randomized data sets were run, and the mean value of the log-likelihood was calculated per
iteration.
As the properties of the model on more complex data sets were not yet investigated, it was
decided to postpone testing on real data until the behavior of the model had been further
investigated.

4.4.1

Results

The mean deviation of the resulting estimates from the alpha and psi used to generate the
synthetic data, can be seen in Table 1. The AUC was estimated to be 0.89. The mean loglikelihood increased with 0.5 during the 500 iterations.
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.1

.2

Mean
deviation

0.008

-0.025

0.017

-0.015

-0.013

-0.002

-0.014

0.014

Standard
deviation

0.19

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.18

0.19

0.23

0.23

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of deviation from the estimated values in the CEM
benchmark.
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5 DISCUSSION
The discussion is divided by paper into three parts: first, a general methodological
discussion is given. This discussion will focus mainly on the underlying model/-s and the
impact the modeling assumptions might have on the interpretation of the results. Also,
general methodological and mathematical considerations are discussed. The second part
covers the findings in the studies and the implications these might have for the field in
general. The last part of the discussion deals with how the knowledge gained from the
studies might be used in future research. As the end of the Thesis I have attempted to draw
general conclusions from the studies and how this can be taken further, ending with a
personal remark about the future of the field.

5.1

PAPER I

The theoretical underlying model for complex disease used in Paper I is the SC-model.
It is assumed that there are several different mechanisms causing MS, and that (at least)
one of these disease causing mechanisms contains a rare genetic variant. In theory,
inherited haplotypes could tag this variant [29], and by using an entire population, the
variant would be sufficiently enriched for.
Traditionally, linkage has been the method of choice to identify haplotypes tagging rare
variants. A disease causing variant is hypothesized to be aggregated within a family with
several cases. ,Q RWKHU ZRUGV WKHUH¶V D VSHFLDO SLH FDXVLQJ WKH GLVHDVH LQ WKDW SDUWLFXODU
family, and one of the pieces in that pie is a rare genetic variants. Using the family¶V
pedigree, the inheritance of the haplotypes between the generations can be traced, and the
rare variant identified.
However, multi-case families in MS are rare, and success with linkage strategies have been
sparse. In Paper I, it was attempted to take the search for rare variants to a population level
by using PBLA, also called IBD mapping.
7KH VR FDOOHG ³PLVVLQJ KHULWDELOLW\´ ZDV DQRWKHU rational to look for rare variants. In MS,
GWAS data has been used to estimate the variance explained, reporting that not more than
30% of the variation is explained by all markers [82] . There might of course be different
reasons for the missing heritability such as not including the right markers, and indeed
some work has shown that including more SNPs explains significantly more of the
variance [83]. In this project, it was hypothesized that the missing heritability partly was
due to yet unidentified rare variants, possibly of a greater effect.
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Some methodological problems were encountered when using PBLA. The significant hits
at the very telomeric ends of chromosomes strongly suggested this could be an artifact of
the method, which the authors of the method confirmed (personal communication). As
suggested by the authors, the markers covered by the ten lowest percent of general IBD
detection were removed, and with them most of the significant hits disappeared. The
permutation analysis was made before the filtering, and the threshold for significance was
set to 5.3e-6 which corresponds to a genome wide significance threshold of 0.05. The
authors confirmed the problem to be known for determining the end of the segments, but
when applying the suggested filter, many hits located in the beginning of segments also
disappeared, and it is reasonable to suspect the methodological concern would apply to
starting points as well as to ends.
After filtering, only one significant hit was left that was not in a telomeric position. Upon
closer inspection, it seems to be located in a recombination hotspot. Figure 4 (page 30)
shows the pattern of the identified segments for the case-case pairs. The first significant
signal on chromosome 19, which was removed during the filtering, consisted of the five
first very telomeric markers in the permutation analysis. The second signal, also removed
during the filtering contained markers 18-21 in the permutation analysis (markers 181-211
in the marker map). These markers seem to be located in the first recombination hotspot.
The third signal, consisting of only one marker, marker 43 in the permutation analysis (431
on the map), seems to be in the second recombination hotspot. Could the recombination
hotspots in the beginning of chromosome 19 possibly give rise to the association?
There is also a concern regarding the statistical power of the analysis. Although refined
IBD detects 10 times the segments fastIBD detects [48], and fastIBD outperforms most
other methods [49], refined IBD still only detects about 0.4% of the IBD segments.
However, this figure include all segments shared IBD, including the shorter ones. The
longer segments investigated, the more power refined IBD has [48].
Apart from mapping disease variants, segments shared IBD are thought to give
information about the population structure. There are several projects trying to utilize
this [84],[85], but as the algorithm identifying the segments was yet not so robust, it
could not be argued to proceed with further investigation of the population structure in
Scandinavia. Some theoretical remarks can nevertheless be made: our cut off of 1 cM is
motivated by the Pareto distribution: segments of a shorter length are more likely not
relevant for the analysis. The 1 cM cut-off gives us an assumption that we are looking at
segments theoretically shared from an ancestor 50 generations ago [45]. A higher cut
off, such as 3 cM, could be motivated by LD structure. In paper from 1977 by Watterson
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and Guess [86] it is concluded that as rare alleles are generally younger, and we can
expect the LD to extend further [29],[86].

Figure 4 The pattern of IBD segments among the case-case pairs. The vertical
line indicates the significant marker. The first significant hit that was filtered
out was located to the very left in the beginning of the segments. The 2nd
signal was located in the recombination hotspot around markers 170-200.

The distribution of the length of the segments shows that it is at is densest slightly above
1 cM. Setting the cut off higher would risk removing too many segments and with them
statistical power of the analysis. As this is an analysis of Scandinavia and not of a
founder population, it can be argued that it is relevant to include segments of length
between 1 and 3 cM. Assuming 20 years between the generations, this would take us
back around 1,000 years in time, to a couple of years after the introduction of
Christianity and the beginning of medieval times.

5.1.1

Findings and implications

After filtering, only one marker not in a telomeric position reached significance. This
marker is located on chromosome 19, a chromosome that has previously showed up in
several linkage studies of MS. But as the marker seems to be located in a recombination
hot spot, it should be interpreted with caution until it has been replicated in an independent
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cohort. Thus, we see no confirmed signs of rare variants contributing to the disease on
population level in Scandinavia. This is consistent with the lack of multi case families and
the lower level of familial aggregation and lack of results with linkage. Taking the success
in the search for common variants using GWAS [18] and further fine mapping of these hits
in the Immunochip collaboration [17] into account, this further implies lack of rare variants
contributing to MS.
We could thus not add any piece of the puzzle regarding the missing heritability, but that is
assuming refined IBD was sufficiently powered to tag a rare variant in the sample, and that
the hypothesized rare variant was sufficiently enriched for in the sample.

5.1.2

Conclusions and future perspectives

We cannot confirm the presence of a rare variant contributing to MS, but the methods used
contained some problems.
An ongoing international project on exome sequencing will hopefully cast further light
upon a possible rare variant involved in disease.
A problem encountered that is not mentioned much here, is exhaustive analysis time.
Months were spent on the permutation analysis, which used over 30 GiB of RAM
memory, an amount that might not be easily accessible. The permutation analysis was
provided as a small Python script, and could as such easily be rewritten using a more
effective approach such as parallel processing, less RAM usage and possibly a faster
programming language.
The Beagle program is an already compile jar-file, and as such a black box to the user. It
could be seen that the refined IBD algorithm was run in threads, but only one processor
core was utilized. As the source code was closed, its efficiency could not be improved on
by altering the code to use more cores. The use of Java could be questioned for such a
computationally intense algorithm, as it lacks the speed and efficient memory use of
languages such as C. Beagle 4.0 tries to decrease the RAM used by frequently writing to
temporary files. Project I was partly run on a high performance computer center located at
the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. The center was initially concerned that
the extensive amount of writing to file would put too much strain on the infrastructure. A
mounted space of RAM memory was therefore used for the temporary files. This is not a
sustainable way of running an analysis and is not feasible for larger data or parameter
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sweeping, and more efficient memory handling should be given attention in future versions
of Beagle.

5.2

PAPER II

Paper II is mostly using the liability threshold model as underlying model.
In the heritability analysis, the amount of shared genetics and environment are modeled
with equations for different relations. Using these, an equation systems are set up, one for
each relation where the amount of genetics and environment shared for each relation is
specified. Genetics (A), shared environment (C), and non-shared environment (E) should
together explain the whole variation.
By using concordance data on MZ and DZ twins, the equation system can be solved and
the proportions of A, C and E respectively can be estimated. To further extend the sample
and give more power to the analysis, it was decided to add siblings and half-siblings in the
analysis. With this came further assumptions about the data, such as: full siblings share
household environment, maternal half-siblings are reared together, and paternal halfsiblings are reared apart. A report from Sweden supports the assumption of paternal halfsiblings being reared apart [87], but this assumption can of course be questioned and
discussed. To decrease variance that might be caused due to different upbringing and
exposure to different environmental factors, the analysis included only the oldest sibling
pair from each family, and constrained the age difference to a maximum of five years
between the siblings.
The equations assume an underlying normally distributed liability with a threshold needed
to be crossed in order to develop disease, and as sex was included in the model as a
covariate, the liability threshold model with sex dimorphisms as proposed by Carter (see
section 1.4.1) was used.
In this model of heritability estimations, interactions are not taken into account. This could
potentially overestimate the genetic part of the equation if they are AxE-interactions, and
the C component if they are AxC interactions [88]. The C component turned out as nonsignificant. Most environmental factors associated to MS so far are part of the Ecomponent, as factors like smoking and sun exposure are things an individual is exposed
to. There are known gene-environment interactions in MS [23], and assuming the above
statements of overestimation of components in the presence of interactions are true, this
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would imply that the A component could potentially be slightly over estimated and needs
to be interpreted with a bit of caution.
The non-significant shared environment estimate is very in line with previous findings and
the above statement of overestimating C in presence of AxC-interactions further supports a
low contribution of shared environment. However, an Italian group disagreed to this
FRQFOXVLRQ DQG VHQW LQ D ³OHWWHU WR WKH HGLWRU´ regarding Paper II. They disagreed with the
conclusion that our findings were well in line with previous studies, and claimed that their
study differed with a significant shared environmental component. Upon inspection of
their original study [89], it was revealed that there were no significant differences between
WKH VWXGLHV DV WKHLU &, IRU WKH VKDUHG HQYLURQPHQW LQFOXGHG DQG PRVW RI WKHLU &,¶V QRW
only overlapped, but also fully included our intervals. Our full authors reply to the letter
can be found in Appendix A.
The tetrachoric correlations analysis assumes two underlying normally distributed
variables with a binary outcome and a threshold cut-off for the dichotomization. In Paper
II, the correlations were reported as online supplementary material, and not much
discussed in the paper. When looking at the estimated correlations, they confirm the result
from the Cox regression: MZ twins have the highest correlation and DZ twins have a nonsignificant correlation. Furthermore, all first degree relations are significant, while most
VHFRQG GHJUHH UHODWLRQV DQG FRXVLQV KDYH FRQILGHQFH LQWHUYDOV LQFOXGLQJ 7KH IHZ &,¶V
for the more distant relations that do not overlap 0 are however, not far from 0. Due to
multiple testing issues and no formal testing of their significance, they should be
interpreted with caution.
In the study, all individuals with a Swedish personal identity number were included, i.e.
including individuals with a non-Nordic origin. This introduces the assumption that the
distribution of the genetic liability load is the same for all ethnic populations, and that
difference in prevalence between countries would be attributable to an environmental
factor acting on the threshold and present to different degrees. A report from Sweden
showed a prevalence among immigrants in the same range as the general population in
Sweden, but significantly higher than the country of origin [90]. Based on this report, the
assumption of equal genetic liability load seems appropriate.
All MS patients were analyzed jointly in this project. Unfortunately we did not have access
to clinical course data, but estimation of the familial risks for the different courses types
would be of interest to investigate if course type aggregates within families, or if a
particular course type would provide a higher familial risk. When analyzing as one cohort,
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it is assumed, like the example above with ethnicity, that the genetic liability distribution is
equal in all course groups.
Another possible concern would be if wrong fatherhood were frequently reported in the
records. In Sweden, if a couple is married, the husband is automatically registered as the
father. If the couple is not married, the father has to admit the paternity in court. The
automatic registration of paternity could of course introduce uncertainty in the data. The
problem with wrong fathers reported is also a problem likely to exist in other data
collections.

5.2.1

Findings and implications

Paper II found lower familial relatives risks than previously reported. This implies less
strength of the genetic contribution than previously thought.
We could not replicate the previously reported risk differences between maternal and
paternal relatives. This may imply a difference between the populations. Another
explanation could be that the differences between studies are attributable to
methodological differences. Studies interviewing patients in a clinic would tend to give
higher rates of females and concordant pairs according to existing literature [34],[91]. As
other registry studies of familial risks in MS show less differences between the sexes [70],
this could imply a possible bias in some of the previous studies.
Assuming the LTSD model, and taking the lack of significant differences in transmission
to child into account, it seems like men do not need to overcome a higher threshold to
develop MS. Alternatively the effect could be too small to be shown in the present study.
The non-significant shared environment gives implications on where to further study for
environmental risk factors and thus potentially important clues to the MS etiology.

5.2.2

Conclusions and future perspectives

In conclusion, when using registry data, biases that may arise from data collected during
patient interviews in the clinic are avoided. By using randomly selected controls,
assumptions about the risk for the general population did not have to be made. A lower risk
for family members, with equal risks between the sexes, was found. This could imply that
risks may have been overestimated in some of the previous studies. The proposed higher
genetic load in men could not be confirmed.
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The genetic liability load between Swedes and non-Swedes is of interest to investigate
further, but perhaps more interesting would be to investigate if familial risks differs
between the clinical course types.
The equal risks between the sexes is contradictory to both previous studies of familial
risks, and parent-of-origin effects. A parent-of-origin-effects would however imply the SCmodel as underlying, and it is tempting to speculate that modeling familial risks using a SC
framework would give different risk estimates.

5.3

PAPER III

Paper III can be argued to use both SC and the LTSD as models. If viewed from the SC
angle, this means female sex would be a piece of one of the pies. That pie would also
include an environmental factor and it seems like this yet unknown factor has increased
throughout the 21st century and the number of patients getting the disease because of this
pie has thus increased. Alternatively, several pies including female sex and the
environmental factors could be causing disease.
When viewed from the LTSD framework, the results could be interpreted as some
environmental factor, present in the way described above, lowers the threshold for women,
making them more susceptible to disease. Another interpretation could be that the liability
distribution amongst women has gradually shifted towards more women with a higher load
of liability.
This is a study of prevalence in different birth cohorts. The data contain no information as
to when the oldest cohort got the MS diagnosis, and the registries does not permit us to
estimate an age at onset. If onset date had been available, it could be utilized to speculate
as to when in time the suggested environmental factor started increasing. Paper III also
assumes there were no differences in age at onset distribution between males and females.
Upon stratification of the age at onset distribution on gender, no such differences were
detectable (data not shown).
An alternative way of approaching the problem would be to see the data as a truncated
dataset. An individual is born and will some time die. During this period, an event could
possibly happen. There will also be a possibility that the individual is lost to follow up,
called censoring. The censoring or death could happen before or after the disease event.
The possibility that censoring or death could happen before the disease event introduces
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some uncertainty, and thus, modeling with a time dependent model, such as the Cox
regression used in Project II, would be interesting.

5.3.1

Findings and implications

In this paper, an increasing sex-ratio was found in Sweden, confirming a global trend with
a rapid increase for MS prevalence in women. This implies something in the environment
is involved, as a genetic factor would take longer time to show such a large effect.
A sampling bias in a register due to men dying at a higher rate than women was also found.
The healthcare data analyzed in the paper implied no systematic structural differences in
age from onset to diagnosis between the sexes. An improvement with shorter time to health
care between the birth cohorts was found. This decreasing time to health care part is partly
confounded by the relatively late introduction to PAR for the oldest birth cohorts, but even
excluding the oldest cohorts, the time to diagnosis is decreasing.
The increase in age at giving birth to the first child did not differ between the cases and the
general population, implicating this is probably not a cause for the increasing proportion of
women with MS.

5.3.2

Conclusions and future perspective

The women-to-men ratio for MS does increase in Sweden. The difference in results
between the studies from Sweden could be attributed to a sampling bias in the previous
study, due to men dying faster than women.
Future investigation of what might be causing the increasing women-to-men ratio needs to
be made. A factor that seems common to western lifestyle is suggested by many
researchers, like smoking, which could unfortunately not be looked into in this project.
The higher rate of mortality in men could be further investigated and compared to the
general population.
In this project it is assumed that the increase is driven by relapsing remitting MS because
the proportion of individuals with primary progressive disease is so small. Again access to
the data needed was unfortunately not available to investigate this, but had the data been
accessible it would be very interesting to look into the sex proportions.
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5.4

PAPER IV

In Paper IV the SC model was used as the underlying model, or rather a probabilistic
version estimating the probability that a certain mechanism caused disease in a certain
individual. Moving away from the deterministic approach suggested by Rothman allows
estimation of the underlying mechanisms even with more uncertainty in the data. As not all
risk factors are yet identified for MS, a model incorporating uncertainty is beneficial.
The model proposed here could quite easily be extended into a leaky noisy-OR. The leaky
parameter could be interpreted DV DFFRXQWLQJ IRU ³VXEJURXSV QRW \HW LGHQWLILHG´ RU DV D
measure of uncertainty in the model.
An advantage with the CEM algorithm is that is gives the opportunity to investigate the
risks and interaction without assuming a linear dependence, as is done in for example,
logistic regression. Although the formulas for models might look similar, the CEM is not
constrained to a linearly dependent solution.
This model is an attempt to classify individuals according to already hypothesized
mechanisms, and as such, prior knowledge of the mechanisms is needed. Data completely
at random gave completely at random answers in the prediction accuracy (data not shown).
The AUC of 0.89 shows high classification accuracy, however this must be compared
against the prediction accuracy of other classification methods such as support vector
machines.
A way of estimating confidence intervals, to achieve some sort of accuracy estimate for the
resulting parameters, would be to perform a bootstrap analysis and, using the results from
the bootstrap, estimate the standard deviation to use in the calculation of CI:s. This could
be easily done in R.
The framework proposed here does not necessarily rule out use of the LT model in the
SURMHFW ,I ³KLJK JHQHWLF ORDG´ LV FRQVLGHUHG D SLHFH Rf one pie, it would be possible to
incorporate the LT model.
The OR expression is used as the logic gate, but extending the model to allow other types
of gates could be another way to incorporate the LT model. Allowing too many
combination of factors will, however, very quickly result in a computationally too complex
problem.
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5.4.1

Findings and implications

Project IV presents a promising algorithm for classification of patients into subgroups.
This algorithm needs to be investigated further. The method provides measures of
interaction corresponding to the ones used traditionally in epidemiology. It furthermore
shows high classification accuracy and should be developed further.

5.4.2

Conclusions and future perspectives

Paper IV presents a potentially interesting model with a high classification accuracy
suggested to be investigated further. This model is however not yet fully developed. As
such not all of its properties are yet known and much work is still to be done. It offers
however a theoretical framework enabling us to classify patients into subgroups based on
their genotypic data. These subgroups must be hypothesized a priori and such an
identification of subgroups is outside the scope of Paper IV.
In the future, it should be further investigated how the model behaves so that results from
more complex data sets can be interpreted.
The algorithm proposed here could fairly easily be extended to a leaky noisy-OR gate, to
account for yet unidentified factors. Furthermore, Bayesian inference could be used to
model the underlying genetic architecture of the disease [92], and the result from the
analysis incorporated in the model. The model can also be developed further to allow other
possible logic gates such as AND/AND-OR/etcetera, to test hypothesis about etiological
subgroups.
As not only genetic factors are associated to MS, environmental factors, such as smoking,
can be used. Allowing mRUH FRPSOH[ PRGHOV VXFK DV WKH ³JHQHWLF ULVN VFRUH´ as pieces of
the pie could potentially also help explain more of the disease etiology.

5.5

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The work in this thesis failed to provide evidence for rare variants contributing to disease.
Assuming this is true, and taking the lack of differences in transmission to offspring, and
equal risks between the sexes into account, this implies the same genetic load, or a very
small difference, is required for both sexes.
However, Paper III confirms the global trend of an increasing women-to-men ratio.
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Viewing the above stated from an LTSD angle this would imply a different distribution of
liability amongst women, with a larger proportion having the required amount of liability
to cross the threshold. If liability does not have to be constrained to genes, this could mean
the liability has increased due to some environmental factor that has increased in presence
amongst women during the 20th century (Figure 5).

Frequency
Threshold

Liability

Figure 5: If the same genetic load is required for both sexes, and
liability is not constrained to genetics, an environmental factor
shifting the liability distribution for women (grey line), pushing
more women across the threshold, could exist.

An interpretation from the SC perspective could mean that some environmental factor
interacting with the female sex is becoming more and more common, increasing the
frequency of that pie (or pies). A gene-environment interaction that is not necessarily
stronger in effect, but more frequent and thus easier to find in women when stratifying on
sex could account for this (Figure 6).
Other possible explanations of the increasing sex-ratio could of course be more awareness
of the disease and better diagnostics for particularly women, but Paper III saw no
differences between age an onset and age at hospitalization for the sexes. The age at onset
distribution from SMSreg did not differ either between men and women.
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Figure 6: A possible SC-interpretation of the results. An environmental factor
(E), interacting with female sex (F). As the factor is becoming more frequent,
the frequency of the pie (or pies) including the factor E, has increased from
figure 6a to figure 6b.
The Carter effect part of project II could be extended by taking year of birth into account
and making the model more complex. By doing so, it would be possible to see if the
transmission to offspring has changed over time. If it is increasing over time, this could
imply some trans-generational effect, possibly epigenetic. If it is stable, this could indicate
something in the environment is responsible for the increase.

5.5.1

Personal remark

This last part of the thesis is written from my personal perspective, as an engineer trained
in computer science, meeting the field of medical genetics and epidemiology.
3URJUDPPLQJ LV DQ DUW ,W¶V D FUDIW WKDW WDNHV \HDUV DQG \HDUV WR GHYHORS DQG PDVWHU Like
science, it is a creative process that requires reflection upon the work done, and it is a way
of thinking that is acquired through experience of the learned theoretical framework.
3URJUDPPLQJ LV QRW MXVW DERXW ZULWLQJ FRGH WKDW SHUIRUPV ZKDW \RX H[SHFW RI LW LW¶V DOVR
about designing your algorithm, choosing a proper language, appropriate data types and
designing structs, objects and classes suitable for the problem and the language. Much like
choosing study design, analysis methods and statistics appropriate for the scientific study.
Programming builds on knowledge about computer architecture, where the program will
be used and by whom, and knowing how to adapt to those conditions. It is not about
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writing many lines of code, but code that efficiently does the job without being over
optimized. Programming is about knowing how to properly validate all the small parts that
together make up the program, and for validation purposes, it is essential that the code is
released as open source so other researchers can validate, understand what is going on and
help develop further.
Much like science is about knowing what has been done in the field and strength and
weaknesses of different studies and methods, setting up an hypothesis that can be tested in
a reliable way and publishing both positive and negative results in a way that makes it
reproducible and gives the full picture, will avoid publication bias.
With the increasing amount of data generated in the medical sciences that are analyzed in
more and more complex ways, complexity of the analysis is an issue that must be given
more attention. Spreadsheets are since some years back no longer sufficient to even open
the data files, less so calculate statistics. There is a general interest and willingness among
many researchers in the field to go towards more advanced statistical tools, such as R, but
for more advanced problems R is not enough.
I believe the field of medical science as a whole, and genetics in particular, would benefit
from basic knowledge about how to handle data in *nix systems and master basics
concepts about programming. If nothing else but to give scientists tools to write simple
scripts to test a new idea or concept. But only knowledge of basic programming is not
enough. The infrastructure must be supportive and small computational clusters that are
easy to access and use would be a step in this direction. Having the tools to easily test a
new idea would further encourage creativity amongst researchers.
To be prepared for the future of more complex analysis, investments must be made in
hardware capable of fast and efficient processing of the data as well as education of
researchers. But also inter-disciplinary collaborations involving more programming
expertise in combination with statistical knowledge is essential to develop novel, reliable,
efficient methods for analyzing large sets of data in complex ways.
I have been fortunate to work in an encouraging environment willing to invest in hardware
and send me to courses to further develop my programming skills. I have also been
fortunate to get to know people passionate about programming and computational
problems and together we have created a network to help and support each other. It is my
hope that this collaboration will continue and expand to a level where it can be a resource
to Karolinska Insitutet and contribute to solving the above raised concerns.
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